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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The main aim of this paper is to investigate the existence of the limit
lim exp sA q B ,Ž .
s“‘
where A and B are bounded linear operators on a Banach spaces X.
w xCampbell studied the limit in his interesting monograph 1 in the case that
A and B are finite matrices, and showed that the limit exists for an
arbitrary B provided that A is semistable. Apart from the intrinsic interest
in extending this problem to operators, there seems to be a need for a new
proof that would be more transparent than Campbell's original proof. The
w xargument in 1 uses matrix specific techniques, such as the Jordan form,
and resorts to numerical range estimates and a block version of the
Gershgorin theorem to obtain a localization of eigenvalues of the parame-
ter dependent matrices. Our proof relies mainly on the upper semicontinu-
ity of the spectrum and on a uniform perturbation result for resolvents,
and is simpler even when applied to matrices.
The main theorem is then applied to the differential equation
dx t A «Ž . Ž .
s q B « x t , « g 0, « , t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .0ž /dt «
x 0 s u ,Ž .
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Ž . Ž .where A « and B « are parameter dependent families of bounded
linear operators on X, with a view to study the convergence of the
parameter dependent solutions of this problem to some limiting solution.
Ž .Let X be a Banach space and L X be the space of all bounded linear
5 5 5 5 5 5 4 Ž .operators on X to X with the norm T s sup Tx : x F 1 . By s A
Ž .we denote the spectrum of A, by r A the spectral radius of A, and by
Ž . Ž .y1R l; A the resolvent lI y A of A. A spectral set of A is a subset s
Ž . Ž .of s A simultaneously closed and open in the relative topology of s A .
 4A singleton m is a spectral set of A if and only if m is an isolated
Ž .singularity of the resolvent R l; A . We call m a pole of A if m is a pole of
the resolvent of A. For these and other basic concepts of operator theory,
w xsee 5 .
Ž .In the sequel we use the holomorphic calculus for operators T g L X .
Let K be a compact subset of an open set G ; C. A formal sum of loops g
Ž .is called a Cauchy cycle with respect to the pair G, K if g g G R K and
Ž .ind l, g is 0 for all l f G and 1 for all l g K. Let f be a function
Ž .holomorphic on an open neighborhood G of s A . We choose a Cauchy
Ž Ž ..cycle g with respect to the pair G, s A , and define
1
f A s f l R l; A dl.Ž . Ž . Ž .H2p i g
If s is a spectral set of A, there is a holomorphic function f defined in an
Ž .open neighborhood of s A that is equal to 1 in some neighborhood of s
Ž .and to 0 in some neighborhood of s A R s . The spectral projection P of
A corresponding to a spectra set s is then defined by
P s f A .Ž .
In application we often have to consider operators that are ``nearly
invertible'' in some sense. We will be dealing with the Drazin inverse
w x w x w x w xoriginally defined in 4 and later generalized in 6 and 8 . Following 8
Ž . Ž .we say that A g L X is Drazin in¤ertible if there exists S g L X such
that
AS s SA , AS2 s S, r A y A2S s 0;Ž .
such an operator S, if it exists, is unique, and is called the Drazin in¤erse
of A, written AD s S. The last condition is satisfied, in particular, if
A y A2AD is nilpotent of index q; in this case we say that AD is the
w xDrazin inverse of A of index q. It is shown in 8 that A is Drazin
Ž .invertible if and only if 0 is not an accumulation point of s A . The
preceding definition is a generalization of the conventional Drazin inverse,
Žwhich is defined only for the case that 0 is a pole of A see, for instance,
w x w x .2 for matrices and 3, 9 for operators .
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If P is the spectral projection of a Drazin invertible operator A
corresponding to l s 0, then
P s I y ADA.
In the sequel we will need a simple perturbation result involving
resolvents of near operators.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A g L X , let K be a nonempty compact subset
Ž . 5 Ž .5 4 Ž .of r A , and let c s sup R l; A : l g K . If U g L X is such that
1 y1Ž . 5 5r U > K and U y A - c , then2
2 5 5sup R l; U y R l; A F 2c U y A . 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
lgK
w x Ž .Proof. First we recall 5, p. 585 that if T g L X is invertible and
1 y1y15 5 5 5S y T - T , then S g A is also invertible and2
5 y1 y1 5 5 y1 5 2 5 5S y T F 2 T S y T . 1.2Ž .
Let l g K. Then
y1y11 1y15 5lI y U y lI y A s U y A - c F lI y AŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
and
2 25 5 5 5R l; U y R l; A F 2 R l; A U y A F 2c U y AŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .by 1.2 with T s lI y A and S s lI y U.
2. SEMISTABLE OPERATORS
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. An operator A g L X is said to be stable if the
Ž . yspectrum s A of A lies in the open left half-plane H of the complex
Ž .  4plane C, and semistable if s A ; H j 0 , where 0 is at most a simple
pole of A.
From the definition it follows that a semistable operator A has a Drazin
Ž w x.inverse of index 1. It is well known see, for instance, 7 that A is
semistable if and only if the limit
lim exp sA s PŽ .
s“‘
exists, and that A is stable if and only if that limit is equal to 0. The main
purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of the limit
lim exp sA q B , 2.1Ž . Ž .
s“‘
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Ž .where A, B g L X , A is semistable, and B is arbitrary. In the process we
also furnish a new and more transparent proof of the corresponding
w x Ž w xCampbell result 1, Theorem 5.2.1 for finite matrices. In 1 the roles of
.A and B are interchanged.
If A is semistable and A and B commute, then the limit clearly exists
Ž .and is equal to P exp B .
In the following theorem, which is the main result of this paper, we
present an operator generalization of the sufficiency part of Campbell's
w xresult 1, Theorem 5.2.1 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let A g L X be semistable. Then, for any B g L X ,
lim exp sA q B s P exp BP s exp PB P , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s“‘
where P is the spectral projection of A corresponding to 0.
 4 Ž .  4Proof. If A is semistable, then 0 and s A R 0 are spectral sets
 < < 4of A. There is a punctured neighborhood D s l: 0 - l - r of 0 and ar
Ž .  4L X -valued function T holomorphic in the disc D s D j 0 such thatr r
P
R l; A s q T l for all l g D . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .rl
We can choose disjoint open sets G , G such that0 1
 4 ys A R 0 ; G ; H , 0 g G ; D .Ž . 1 0 r
Ž .Let B g L X be an arbitrary operator. By the upper semicontinuity of
the spectrum there is s ) 1 such that0
s A q Brs ; G j G if s ) s .Ž . 0 1 0
Then
s s s s A q Brs l G , i s 0, 1,Ž . Ž .i i
are complementary spectral sets of A q Brs whenever s ) s .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let g l s 1 in G and g l s 0 in G ; let also g l s 1 y g l .0 0 0 1 1 0
Then, for any s ) s ,0
P s s g A q Brs 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž .is the spectral projection of A q Brs corresponding to s s , i s 0, 1.i
wFor consistency we also write P s P and P s I y P. From 5, Lemma0 1
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xVII.6.5 we deduce that
lim P s s lim g A q Brs s g A s P . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
s“‘ s“‘
Ž .a First we show that there is a constant n ) 0 such that
yn sexp sA q B P s s O e as s “ ‘. 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .  4Choose a bounded open set H such that s A R 0 ; H ; H ; G1 1 1 1
Ž .and a Cauchy cycle v with respect to G , H . From Proposition 1.1 it1 1 1
follows that
lim R l; A q Brs s R l; A 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .
s“‘
uniformly for l g v ; hence there is a positive constant c and s ) s such1 1 0
Ž .that s s ; H and1 1
sup R l; A q Brs s c for all s ) s .Ž . 1
lgv 1
 4 yLet n s ysup Re l: l g v . Then n ) 0 as v ; H . So1 1
B
exp sA q B P s s exp s A q P sŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1ž /s
1 B
lss e R l; A q dlH ž /2p i sv1
c ? l vŽ .1 yn s yn sF e s const e ,
2p
Ž .and 2.6 follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let us now calculate lim exp sA q B P s . Choose as“‘ 0
bounded open set H such that 0 g H ; H ; G , and a Cauchy cycle v0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with respect to G , H . For any s ) s define U s s sA q B P s .0 0 0 0
Then
B B 1 B
U s s s A q g A q s slR l; A q dl.Ž . H0ž / ž / ž /s s 2p i sv0
If s ) s ,0
exp sA q B P s s exp U s P s . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
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This follows from the power series expansion for the exponential when we
Ž . Ž .take into account that sA q B and P s commute and that P s is a0 0
projection. We show that
lim U s s PBP . 2.9Ž . Ž .
s“‘
By the second resolvent equation,
R l; A q Brs s R l; A q Brs BR l; A rs q R l; A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then
1 B
U s s slR l; A q dlŽ . H ž /2p i sv0
1 B 1
s lR l; A q BR l; A dl q slR l; A dlŽ . Ž .H Hž /2p i s 2p iv v0 0
1 B
s lR l; A q BR l; A dl.Ž .H ž /2p i sv0
Ž . Ž .The integral H slR l; A dl vanishes since lR l; A is analytic in G .v 00
Ž .By Proposition 1.1, 2.7 holds uniformly for l g v . Hence0
1 B
lim U s s lim lR l; A q BR l; A dlŽ . Ž .H ž /2p i ss“‘ s“‘ v 0
1
s lR l; A BR l; A dlŽ . Ž .H2p i v0
1
s P q lT l BR l; A dlŽ . Ž .Ž .H2p i v0
1 1
s PB R l; A dl q T l BlR l; A dlŽ . Ž . Ž .H Hž /2p i 2p iv v0 0
s PBP
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .the analyticity of lR l; A . This proves 2.9 . Applying 2.5 and 2.8 , we
get
lim exp sA q B P s s exp PBP P . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
s“‘
Finally, from the power series expansion for the exponential and from the
identities
n n n
PB P s PBP s P BP ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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we obtain
exp PBP P s exp PB P s P exp BP .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The constant operators A and B in the preceding theorem can be
Ž . Ž .replaced by families A s and B s of bounded linear operators on X
Ž . Ž .provided that A s is asymptotically close to a constant operator and B s
w xconverges as s “ ‘. The following result generalizes 1, Theorem 5.4.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let A s , B s , A, F, B g L X , s ) 0, be such that
A s s A q sy1F q o sy1 and B s “ B as s “ ‘. 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
If A is semistable, then
lim exp sA s q B s s exp P F q B P , 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s“‘
where P is the spectral projection of A corresponding to 0.
Proof. On examining the proof of Theorem 2.2 we observe that B can
Ž . Ž . Ž .be replaced everywhere by a family B s g L X such that B s “ B
Ž .in L X .
Ž . y1 y1 Ž . 5 Ž .5By hypothesis, A s s A q s F q s F s , where F s “ 0 as
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .s “ ‘. Then sA s q B s s sA q F q F s q B s s sA q C s ,
Ž .where C s “ F q B as s “ ‘. The result then follows by Theorem 2.2
Ž .with the constant operator B replaced by the family C s convergent in
Ž .L X as s “ ‘.
The definition of a semistable element carries over to a unital Banach
algebra, and the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be
applied without change in that setting. Consequently, we have the follow-
ing result.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let a be a semistable element of a unital Banach alge-
bra A. Then, for any b g A,
lim exp sa q b s p exp bp s exp pb p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
s“‘
where p is the spectral idempotent of a corresponding to 0.
Similarly, we have a Banach algebra analogue of Theorem 2.3.
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3. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
w xIn this section we extend some results of Campbell 1, Chap. 5 to
differential equations in Banach spaces. Since we consider differential
equations involving a small parameter « ) 0, we will find it convenient to
write 1r« in place of s used in the preceding section.
We turn our attention to the singularly perturbed differential equation
dx t A «Ž . Ž .
s q B « x t , « g 0, « , t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .0ž /dt « 3.1Ž .
x 0 s u ,Ž .
w .for functions x: 0, ‘ “ X with the initial datum u g X and a parameter
Ž . Ž .« ) 0, where A « and B « are families of bounded linear operators on
the Banach space X. For each fixed value of the parameter « ) 0, the
unique solution to this problem is given by
x t s exp t A « r« q B « u , t G 0. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .«
Ž . Ž Ž .. ŽWe assume that A « respectively, B « is right differentiable respec-
.tively, right continuous at 0. Consequently, there exist operators A, F,
Ž .B g L X such that
A « y AŽ .
lim s F , lim B « s B. 3.3Ž . Ž .
««“0q «“0q
For such equation we can now give sufficient conditions for the conver-
Ž .gence of the solutions x t as « “ 0q. With the singularly perturbed«
Ž .equation 3.1 we associate the so-called reduced equation
dx tŽ .
s P F q B x t , x 0 s Pu, 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
Ž . Ž Ž ..whose unique solution is x t s exp tP F q B Pu. The following result
w xgeneralizes 1, Theorem 5.4.1 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Consider the singularly perturbed equation 3.1 with A «
Ž . Ž . Ž .and B « satisfying 3.3 for some A, F, B g L X . Let A be semistable with
Ž .the spectral projection P corresponding to 0. If x t is the solution to«
Ž . Ž .singularly perturbed equation 3.1 and x t is the solution of the reduced
Ž .equation 3.4 , then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i lim x t s x t uniformly on compact subsets of 0, ‘ ;« “ 0q «
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .ii lim dx t rdt s dx t rdt uniformly on compact subsets« “ 0q «
Ž .of 0, ‘ .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We write A « r« q B « s Ar« q D « , where D « “ F q
B \ D as « “ 0q. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we choose disjoint
Ž .  4open neighborhoods G and G of 0 and s A R 0 , respectively. Then0 1
Ž Ž ..there exists « ) 0 such that s A q « D « l G , i s 0, 1, are comple-0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .mentary spectral sets of A q « D « for all « g 0, « . Let P « be0 i
the corresponding spectral projections, i s 0, 1. As in the proof of Theo-
Ž Ž .. Ž .rem 2.2, there is a constant n ) 0 such that exp Ar« q D « P « s1
Ž yn r« . Ž .O e as « “ 0 q in the norm of L X . Hence
d A A A
exp t q D « P « s q D « exp t q D « P «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1ž /ž / ž /dt « « «
s O «y1 O eyn tr« as « “ 0q .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Further, write U « s Ar« q D « P « . As in the proof of Theo-0
Ž w Ž .x. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .rem 2.2, exp t Ar« q D « P « s exp tU « P « and0 0
d A
exp t q D « P « s U « exp tU « P «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0ž /dt «
“ PDP exp tPDP P as « “ 0q ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .taking into account that U « “ PDP by 2.9 . This proves ii when we
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .observe that dx t rdt s P F q B exp tP F q B Pu; i then follows by
the standard result on the uniform convergence of integrals when we note
Ž . Ž .that i holds pointwise for t g 0, ‘ in view of Theorem 2.3.
We apply the preceding result to the study of a singularly perturbed
system of differential equations in a Banach space X. The specific system
considered is
dx1
« s A « x q A « x ,Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2dt
3.5Ž .
dx2 s B « x q B « x , x 0 s u , i s 1, 2,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 i idt
Ž . Ž . Ž . w .where A « , B « g L X , x are functions on 0, ‘ to X, u g X arei i i i
given initial data, and « is a positive parameter.
We introduce the operator matrices relative to the Banach space X [ X,
0 0A « A «Ž . Ž .1 2A « s , B s , 3.6Ž . Ž .B « B «Ž . Ž .1 20 0
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T w x T w xacting on vectors x s x x . Write also u s u u for the initial1 2 1 2
Ž .datum vector. The system 3.5 becomes
dx A «Ž .
s q B « x , x 0 s u. 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /dt «
In order to exploit the preceding results on the behavior of the solutions to
this equation we need to know the relation between the operators A and
A , A , where1 2
A s lim A « , A s lim A « .Ž . Ž .i i
«“0q «“0q
LEMMA 3.2. If
A A1 2A s ,
0 0
then A is semistable if and only if A is semistable and A ADA s A .1 1 1 2 2
Ž .Proof. a A is Drazin invertible with index 1 if and only if A is1
Drazin invertible with index 1 and A ADA s A : The Drazin inverse of1 1 2 2
index 1 for A is the unique solution U to the equations
AU s UA, AU 2 s U, A2U s A.
U must be of the form
U U1 2U s .
0 0
It then follows that U , U satisfy equations A U s U A , A U 2 s U ,1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
and A2U s A , which shows that U is the Drazin inverse of A of index1 1 1 1 1
1. Further, A U s U A , A U U s U , and A2U s A , which implies1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .A s A A U s A U A . Reversing the argument, we obtain a proof2 1 1 2 1 1 2
Ž .of a with
2D DA A AD Ž .1 1 2A s .
0 0
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4b s A R 0 s s A R 0 : Let l / 0. Then1
lI y A yA1 1 2
lI y A s ,
0 lI2
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which shows that lI y A is invertible in X [ X if and only if lI y A is1 1
Ž .invertible in X, and b is proved together with the lemma.
Ž .With Eq. 3.5 we associate the so-called reduced system
0 s A x q A x ,1 1 2 2
dx2 s B x q B x , 3.8Ž .1 1 2 2dt
x 0 s P u y ADA u , x 0 s u ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Žwhere P is the spectral projection of A corresponding to 0 provided A1 1 1
.is Drazin invertible with index 1 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let x t , i s 1, 2, be the solutions to the singularlyi, «
Ž .perturbed system 3.5 satisfying the following assumptions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i A « is right differentiable at 0 with A s A 0q and F si i i i
Ž q . Ž .d rd« A « .0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii B « is right continuous at 0 with B s B 0q .i i i
Ž . Diii A A A s A with A semistable.1 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then lim x t s x t , where x t are the solutions of the reduced« “ 0q i, « i i
Ž .system 3.8 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. We rewrite the system 3.5 in the form 3.7 with operator
Ž . Ž . Ž .matrices A « and B « defined by 3.6 . By Lemma 3.2, A is semistable,
Ž .and hence we can apply Theorem 3.1 to conclude that the solution x t of«
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.7 converges to the solution x t of the reduced equation 3.4 . We
Ž .calculate the matrices for the operator P F q B and the vector Pu
featured in Theorem 3.1. Taking into account that P s I y ADA and
P s I y ADA , we get1 1 1
D F FP yA A 1 21 1 2P F q B sŽ . B B0 I 1 2
D DP F y A A B P F y A A B1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2s
B B1 2
and
DD u P u y A A uP yA A 1 1 1 1 2 21 1 2Pu s s .u u2 20 I
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This shows that
dx1 D Ds P F y A A B x q P F y A A B x ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2dt
dx2 s B x q B x , 3.9Ž .1 1 2 2dt
x 0 s P u y ADA u , x 0 s u .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Write z t s A x t q A x t . We want to show that z t vanishes for1 1 2 2
Ž .all t. Applying 3.9 , we have
dz dx dx1 2s A q A1 2dt dt dt
D Ds A P F y A A B x q P F y A A B xŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
q A B x q B xŽ .2 1 1 2 2
s 0,
Ž . Das A P s 0 0 is at most a simple pole of A , and A A A s A by1 1 1 1 1 2 2
Ž .hypothesis. Hence z t is constant. From
z 0 s A x 0 q A x 0 s A P u y ADA u q A uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
s yA u q A u s 0,2 2 2 2
we obtain the result.
w xThe preceding result subsumes 1, Theorem 5.8.1 .
4. CONCLUSION
Ž .In a penetrating analysis of the convergence of exp sA q B for matri-
Ž wces, Campbell proved the following result the necessity part of 1, Theo-
x.rem 5.2.1 .
THEOREM 4.1. If A and B are complex n = n matrices and
Ž w x.lim exp t sA q B exists for each t ) 0, then the matrix A is semistable.s“‘
For the preceding result to hold it is crucial that the exponential
w xfunction converges for all t ) 0. Campbell 1, Example 5.2.1 gave an
Ž w x.example of matrices A and B such that exp t sA q B converges as
s “ ‘ for all integers t, while A is not semistable.
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An Open Problem. It would be interesting to know whether an ana-
logue of Theorem 4.1 holds for operators, at least for those which are
Ž .points of the continuity of the spectral function T ‹ s T .
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